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vii. S. Maity, S. Sahoo, V. Tiwari, C. P. Yadav and P. Chakraborty: “Improvement of front side contact of solar cell through Light Induced Plating without any external bias at different conditions,”IEEE-Kolkata, MICRO-2014


xv. Shome, M.K. and Mukherjee, D.: (Accepted 2014) A study of present scenario in Indian universities, Fall 2014 issue of AUJMR.


xvii. R. Pudur, et.al: ‘Study of unsymmetrical faults in power system using Morlet wavelet technique” IEEE, SCEECS-2014, March 1-4, Bhopal, India


xix. R. Pudur, S. Gao “Performance analysis of Savonius rotor on different aspect ratio for hydropower generation” ICPDEN, 10th – 11th Jan 2015 IEEE, NERIST


xxv. S. Bhattacharjee, R. Saha and S. Maity: “Antenna design and optimization for RFID tag using Negative µ and ε material,” APCMET-2014, at JNU.
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